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Two-way Unclonable Encryption with a vulnerable sender

Daan Leermakers, Boris Škorić
Eindhoven University of Technology

Abstract

Unclonable Encryption, introduced by Gottesman in 2003 [10], is a quantum protocol that
guarantees the secrecy of a successfully transferred classical message even when all keys leak
at a later time. We propose an Unclonable Encryption protocol with the additional property
that the sender’s key material is allowed to leak even in the case of an unsuccessful run. This
extra feature makes it possible to achieve secure quantum encryption even when one of the
parties is unable to protect its keys against after-protocol theft. Such an asymmetry occurs
e.g. in case of server-client scenarios, where the client device is resource-constrained and/or
located in a hostile environment.

Our protocol makes use of a bidirectional quantum channel in a manner similar to the
two-way protocol LM05 [18]. Bob sends random qubit states to Alice. Alice flips the states
in a way that depends on the message and a shared key, and sends the resulting states back
to Bob. Bob recovers Alice’s message by measuring the flips. We prove that our protocol
satisfies the definition of unclonable encryption and additionally that the message remains
secure even if all of Alice’s keys leak after the protocol. Furthermore, we show that some of
the key material can be safely re-used. Our security proof is formulated in terms of diamond
norms, which makes it composable, and allows for noisy quantum channels. We work out the
details only for the asymptotics in the limit of long messages.

As a side result we construct a two-way QKD scheme with a high key rate. We show that
its key rate is higher than the rate of the two-way QKD scheme LM05 proven in [2] for the
case of independent channel noise.

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Quantum cryptography uses the properties of quantum physics to achieve security feats which are
impossible with only classical physics. The best known example is Quantum Key Distribution
(QKD), by which Alice and Bob create a shared secret key. The QKD key is typically used for
classical One-Time Pad (OTP) encryption. Afterwards the key should never leak, for otherwise
Eve can recover the plaintext.
Motivated by the difficulty of (i) fully wiping data from nonvolatile memory and (ii) keeping
secrets forever, D. Gottesman in 2003 introduced Unclonable Encryption (UE) [10]. In UE, Alice
directly encodes the message into the quantum states. Bob responds with a feedback bit accepting
or rejecting the communication depending on whether he detected a disturbance. UE provides
information-theoretic security even when all key material becomes public after an Accept. This
relieves Alice and Bob of the burden of eternal confidential storage or perfect deletion. In the
Reject case, however, the burden is still there.
Our aim in this paper is to allow for even more leakage than Gottesman’s UE. In particular,
we want a scheme that allows one party to leak all its keys even in the Reject case. Here it is
important to remark on a fundamental impossibility. The leaking party cannot be the receiver of
the message (Bob). Bob’s keys are by definition sufficient for decrypting the cipherstate; if the
Reject was caused by Eve intercepting the complete cipherstate, and she gets Bob’s keys, then she
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can decrypt. Hence, the most we can aim for is a scheme that allows leakage at Alice’s side.1 Such
a thing is possible only if Alice’s keys are not the same as Bob’s.
We achieve the asymmetry between Alice and Bob by using a quantum channel in two directions,
in a way similar to Quantum Secure Direct Communication (QSDC) and two-way QKD schemes
[2,4,18]. Bob creates qubit states that are not fully known to Alice and ‘bounces’ them off Alice,
who modifies them in a message-dependent way. Alice does not possess the secrets needed to read
out the qubit states.
By relieving Alice of the burden of protecting or wiping her keys after a protocol run, we reduce
the number of ways in which the security of an UE scheme can be compromised by an attacker.
A full break of the sender’s device may now be allowed regardless of the Accept/Reject outcome.
We will call this the Vulnerable-Sender (VS) property, and refer to our scheme as a VSUE scheme.
VSUE is useful especially in scenarios where the sender is a resource-constrained device, or located
in a hostile environment.
An additional motivation for allowing more leakage than UE is that Alice and Bob’s shared keys
may have been derived via some mechanism that does not have the UE property. Then the keys
that are shared between them are more vulnerable than keys that exist only at Alice’s or Bob’s
side. In scenarios where Alice holds shared keys only, the situation is equivalent to the Vulnerable
Sender setting sketched above.

1.2 Related work

Unclonable Encryption and Quantum Key Recycling. Unclonable Encryption was introduced by
Gottesman in 2003 [10] to extend the no-cloning property of quantum states to classical messages.
By encoding a classical message into a quantum state directly, the inability of an attacker to clone
the quantum state will guarantee the confidentiality of the message even if all classical information
associated to the communication leaks afterward.2 Gottesman introduced a qubit-based prepare-
and-measure protocol that achieves UE but uses up key material.
Methods for re-using key material have been developed under the term Quantum Key Recycling
(QKR) [6,8,12–14]. The main advantage of QKR compared to QKD is reduced round complexity.
The combination of QKR and UE was studied in [15]. It was shown that key re-use and UE can
be achieved simultaneously in a protocol similar to the first ever QKR scheme [6] and to the first
qubit-based scheme that has been proven secure [12].
Two-way quantum protocols. The back-and-forth use of a quantum channel has been studied

mainly because it enables passive correction of polarisation drift in fibers.3 Several schemes have
been proposed, most notably the ping-pong protocol [4] and LM05 [18]. Ping-pong uses entan-
glement and a two-qubit measurement at Bob’s side. LM05 achieves the same communication
but with single-qubit operations. In LM05, Bob sends qubits to Alice in BB84 states (x-basis or
z-basis on the Bloch sphere). Alice may choose to flip the state independent of the encoding basis
by applying the Pauli operation σy. Bob measures in the correct basis to see if a flip occurred.
This creates the communication channel from Alice to Bob. The same channel will be used in our
two-way protocol.
Variants of ping-pong and LM05 have been used to construct QKD protocols. A QKD version of
LM05 was proven secure against general attacks in [17]. A proof technique based on an entropic
uncertainty relation improved the communication rate [2].

1Of course it is then allowed for Bob to leak keys that Alice too possesses.
2An alternative definition of unclonable encryption exists [5], with two collaborating parties who attempt to

both recover the plaintext. We will not use this definition.
3Another motivation is a reduction of the number of qubits that have to be discarded because of basis mismatch

between Alice and Bob in typical QKD. However, the gain is minor given that there are highly efficient biased-basis
QKD schemes [16] that need to discard only O(logn) qubits.
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1.3 Contributions and outline

We propose and study a two-way protocol that achieves unclonable encryption with improved
Reject behavior. The sender’s key material is allowed to leak independent of the Accept/Reject
outcome.

• We introduce a security notion for quantum protocols that we call Vulnerable-Sender Unclonable
Encryption (VSUE). Ordinary UE guarantees that all keys may be leaked after an Accept
without jeopardising the message. VSUE in addition guarantees that all Alice’s keys are allowed
to leak even upon Reject. We formulate VSUE in terms of trace distance.

• We introduce a protocol for the Vulnerable Sender setting. It makes two-way use of the quantum
channel, to make sure that Alice does not have to know all of Bob’s keys. We prove that our
protocol satisfies VSUE and furthermore allows for partial key re-use.

Our proof is based on bounding diamond norms and hence it is composable. The proof consists
of the following steps. (i) First we construct an EPR version of the protocol that is equivalent
to the original. Eve produces noisy EPR pairs. Per raw bit that is communicated from Alice to
Bob, two EPR pairs are consumed. (ii) We use the Postselection technique [7] to relate security
against general attacks to security against collective attacks (attacks where Eve performs the
same action in every position). Here it is taken into account that the basic ‘unit’ under attack
consists of two EPR pairs. (iii) We apply noise symmetrisation with random Pauli operators
[20, 21] to Alice and Bob’s two-EPR-pair state. This results in a four-qubit mixed state with
only two degrees of freedom, namely the bit error probabilities in the individual EPR pairs.
In this step we need Alice and Bob’s monitoring of the quantum channel to take place in at
least three bases, just as in the case of six-state QKD. (iv) We determine the output state of
the protocol, comprising Eve’s quantum system and all the relevant classical variables, and we
bound its trace distance to the ‘ideal’ state in which Eve learns nothing important.

• The scarce resource in any quantum protocol are the qubits. As a figure of merit we use the
rate, which is defined as the useful-message length divided by the number of qubits that are
expended in order to send the message. Asymptotically our scheme achieves rate (1− 2J)(1−
J)/(1− J + h(2β − 2β2)), where β is the tolerable bit error rate on the quantum channel, h is
the binary entropy function and J stands for −(1− 3

2β) log(1− 3
2β)− 3 · β2 log β

2 .

• We present a side result of our work. From our protocol we construct a two-way QKD variant.
We show that it has a slightly higher key rate than [2] in the case of independent channel noise.

We start by introducing notation, terminology and some useful previous results in the preliminaries
(Section 2). In Section 3 we introduce the security definitions of Vulnerable-Sender Unclonable
Encryption and key re-use. In Section 4 we present our two-way protocol, and in Section 5 we
introduce a modified but equivalent version for which the security can be more easily proven. In
Section 6 we derive Eve’s state after Alice and Bob have run the protocol. The security proof is
presented in Section 7. Our two-way QKD side result is discussed in Section 8.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Notation and terminology

Classical Random Variables are denoted with capital letters, and their realisations with lowercase
letters. The expectation with respect to X is denoted as Ex f(x) =

∑
x∈X Pr[X = x]f(x). For

the ` most significant bits of the string s we write s[:`]. The Hamming weight of a string s is
denoted as |s|. The notation ‘log’ stands for the logarithm with base 2. The notation h stands
for the binary entropy function h(p) = p log 1

p + (1− p) log 1
1−p . Sometimes we write h(p1, . . . , pk)

meaning
∑k
i=1 pi log 1

pi
. Bitwise XOR of binary strings x, y is written as x⊕ y, and bitwise logical

and as x ∧ y.
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The Kronecker delta is denoted as δab. We will speak about ‘the bit error rate β of a quantum
channel’. This is defined as the probability that a classical bit x, sent by Alice embedded in a
qubit, arrives at Bob’s side as the flipped value x̄. The combined error rate of two subsequent
channels is written as β ? γ = β(1− γ) + (1−β)γ. We will be working with linear error-correcting
codes. Asymptotically for large n, the size of the syndrome needed to correct an error rate β in a
string of length n is given by nh(β) (see e.g. [1]).
For quantum states we use Dirac notation. A qubit with classical bit x encoded in basis b is
written as |ψbx〉. The set of bases is B. In case of BB84 states we have B = {z, x}; in case of
6-state encoding B = {z, x, y}. When performing computations with b ∈ B we write {0, 1, 2}
instead of {z, x, y}. The bit a encoded in the z-basis is sometimes written as |a〉. The notation

|a〉x and |a〉y is used for the x- and y-basis respectively. The Bell states are: |Φ00〉 = |00〉+|11〉√
2

,

|Φuv〉 = (1 ⊗ σuxσ
v
z )|Φ00〉 = |0,u〉+(−1)v|1,ū〉√

2
. The notation ‘tr’ stands for trace. Let A have

eigenvalues λi. The 1-norm of A is written as ‖A‖1 = tr
√
A†A =

∑
i |λi|. The trace norm is

‖A‖tr = 1
2‖A‖1.

We write S(H) to denote the space of density matrices on Hilbert space H, i.e. positive semi-
definite operators acting on H. States with non-italic label ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘E’ indicate the subsystem
of Alice/Bob/Eve. Consider classical variables X,Y and a quantum system under Eve’s control
that depends on X and Y . The combined classical-quantum state is ρXY E = Exy |xy〉〈xy| ⊗ ρE

xy.

The state of a sub-system is obtained by tracing out all the other subspaces, e.g. ρY E = trXρ
XY E =

Ey |y〉〈y| ⊗ ρE
y , with ρE

y = Ex|y ρE
xy. The fully mixed state on HA is denoted as χA.

Any quantum channel can be described by a completely positive trace-preserving (CPTP) map
E : S(HA)→ S(HB) that transforms a mixed state ρA to ρB: E(ρA) = ρB. For a map E : S(HA)→
S(HB), the notation E(ρAC) stands for (E ⊗ 1C)(ρAC), i.e. E acts only on the A subsystem. The
diamond norm of E is defined as ‖E‖� = supρAC∈S(HAC) ‖E(ρAC)‖tr with HC an auxiliary system
that can be considered to be of the same dimension as HA. The diamond norm ‖E − E ′‖� can
be used to bound the probability of distinguishing two CPTP maps E and E ′ given that the
process is observed once. The maximum probability of a correct guess is 1

2 + 1
4‖E − E ′‖�. In

quantum cryptography, one proof technique considers Alice and Bob performing actions on noisy
EPR pairs. These actions are described by a CPTP map E acting on the input EPR states and
outputting classical outputs for Alice and Bob, and correlated quantum side information for Eve.
The security of such a protocol is quantified by the diamond norm between the actual map E and
an idealised map F which produces perfectly behaving outputs (e.g. perfectly secret QKD keys).
When ‖E − F‖� ≤ ε we can consider E to behave ideally except with probability ε; this security
metric is composable with other (sub-)protocols [23].
We define the rate of a quantum communication protocol as the number of message bits commu-
nicated per sent qubit. A protocol with a secret of length ` and security parameter ε which is
dominated by a term 2`ε′ has an improved security parameter when the secret size ` is decreased.
We refer to the shortening of ` as privacy amplification. When the secret is the output of a pairwise
independent hash function, this reduces to the definition of privacy amplification in [20].
An information-theoretically secure MAC function can be constructed using pairwise independent
hash functions and a single-use shared key [25]. The probability of forging a tag is equal to the
probability of randomly guessing the key or the tag. For a key and tag of the same size λ this
probability is 2−λ.

2.2 Pairwise independent hashing with easy inversion

A family of hash functions H = {h : X → T } is called pairwise independent (a.k.a. 2–independent
or strongly universal) [25] if for all distinct pairs x, x′ ∈ X and all pairs y, y′ ∈ T it holds that
Prh∈H [h(x) = y ∧ h(x′) = y′] = |T |−2. Here the probability is over random h ∈ H. We will be
using a family of invertible functions F : {0, 1}ν → {0, 1}ν that has the collision properties of a
pairwise independent hash function.
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An easy way to construct such a family is to use multiplication in GF (2ν). Let a, b ∈ GF (2ν)
be randomly chosen, and u = (a, b). We define Fu(x) = a · x + b, where the operations are in
GF (2ν). A pairwise independent family of hash functions Φ from {0, 1}ν to {0, 1}`, with ` ≤ ν, is
implemented by taking the ` most significant bits of Fu(x).4 We denote this as

Φu(x) = Fu(x)[:`]. (1)

The inverse operation is as follows. Given c ∈ {0, 1}`, generate random r ∈ {0, 1}ν−` and output
F inv
u (c||r). It obviously holds that Φu(F inv

u (c||r)) = c. Note that we don’t rely on the properties
of the inverse operation but only on the properties of Φu. Computing an inverse in GF (2ν) costs
O(ν log2 ν) operations [19].

2.3 Smooth Rényi entropies

Let ρ be a mixed state. The ε-smooth Rényi entropy of order α is defined as [22]

For α ∈ (0, 1) ∪ (1,∞) : Sεα(ρ)
def
=

1

1− α log min
ρ̄: ‖ρ̄−ρ‖1≤ε

tr ρ̄α, (2)

where the density operator ρ̄ may be sub-normalised. Furthermore Sε0(ρ) = limα→0 S
ε
α(ρ) and

Sε∞(ρ) = limα→∞ Sεα(ρ) It has been shown that the smooth Rényi entropy of factor states ρ⊗n

asymptotically approaches the von Neumann entropy S(ρ) = −tr ρ log ρ. In particular, asymptot-
ically for large n and fixed ε it holds that [20]

Sε2(ρ⊗n) → nS(ρ) (3)

Sε0(ρ⊗n) → nS(ρ). (4)

2.4 Post-selection

It has been shown [7] that any protocol that is invariant under permutation of its inputs and
secure against collective attacks (same attack applied to each qubit individually), is also secure
against general attacks, at the cost of some extra privacy amplification. Let E be a protocol that
acts on S(H⊗nAB) and let F be the ‘ideal’ version of E , i.e. having perfect security. If for all input
permutations π there exists a map Kπ on the output such that E ◦ π = Kπ ◦ E , then

‖E − F‖� ≤ (n+ 1)d
2−1 max

σ∈S(HABE)

∥∥∥(E − F)(σ⊗n)
∥∥∥

1
(5)

where d is the dimension of the HAB space. (d = 4 for qubits). We will be working with two EPR
pairs, i.e. d = 16. The product form σ⊗n greatly simplifies the security analysis: now it suffices to
prove security against collective attacks, and to pay a price 2(d2 − 1) log(n+ 1) in the amount of
privacy amplification, which is negligible compared to n for n� 1.

3 Security Notions

We are concerned with protocols in which a classically authenticated classical message m is com-
municated over a quantum channel. We briefly introduce the attacker model and the security
definitions.

4The proof is straightforward. Write Fu(x) = c‖r, with c ∈ {0, 1}`. Let x′ 6= x. Then Pru[Φu(x) = c ∧
Φu(x′) = c′] =

∑
r,r′∈{0,1}ν−` Pru[Fu(x) = c‖r ∧ Fu(x′) = c′‖r′]. By the pairwise independence of F this gives∑

r,r′∈{0,1}ν−` 2−2ν = 2−2`.
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3.1 Attacker Model

We distinguish between two kinds of secret data. (i) Secrets which, upon being generated or
received, are used ‘on the fly’ and are immediately discarded. They are needed for a short time,
and in volatile memory only; thus they are easy to delete entirely. We will refer to these secrets as
volatile. (ii) Secrets which are kept, at some point in time, in nonvolatile memory. We take a very
conservative approach and assume that the act of waiting for a communication to arrive causes
such a long delay that data gets stored in nonvolatile memory. We will refer to these secrets as
nonvolatile keys or simply keys.
We assume that volatile secrets will never leak to the adversary. Nonvolatile keys are harder to
protect, however, and we adopt a particular model that describes whose keys can leak and when.
Here it is important to note that we will be considering Quantum Key Recycling. In QKR, keys are
re-used after an Accept and refreshed after a Reject. During a certain time window, which depends
on the context, Alice and Bob are confident that their keys have not yet leaked, and are re-using
keys upon Accept. (In [15] this period was defined as N protocol runs, with N some constant.)
The assumption is that there is indeed no leakage during this time window.5 Furthermore, upon
a Reject Bob (but not Alice) is able to permanently destroy or indefinitely protect his keys that
were associated with the rejected run. Apart from those, all nonvolatile keys are assumed to leak
after the time window.
The rest of the attacker model consists of the standard assumptions: No information, other than
specified above, leaks from the labs of Alice and Bob; there are no side-channels; Eve has unlimited
quantum storage and computing resources; all noise on the quantum channel is considered to be
caused by Eve.
We do not consider automatic polarisation drift correction by double use of the channel. The noise
in the two uses of the quantum channel is assumed to be entirely independent.
We will not explicitly write out the message authentication steps. Instead we give Alice and
Bob access to an authenticated classical channel. It is understood that every use of this classical
channels adds an error term 2−ν to the final diamond distance (with ν the security parameter of
the MAC), and that Alice and Bob need shared MAC keys.

3.2 Security definitions

We first present the semantics for quantum encryption protocols.

Definition 3.1 A Quantum Encryption scheme QE with message space M, key space K and
Hilbert space H consists of the following components:

1. A key generation function QE.Gen: 1λ → K, where λ is the security parameter.

2. A CPTP map QE.Encr:M×K×S(H)→M×K×S(H) that takes as input a message m ∈M
and a key k ∈ K, acts on an initial state π0 ∈ S(H), and outputs a cipherstate πmk ∈ S(H)
which may or may not contain a classical part. (The m and k are not modified.) We write

QE.Encr
(
|mk〉〈mk| ⊗ π0

)
= |mk〉〈mk| ⊗ πmk.

3. A measurement QE.Decr: K×S(H)→ K×S(M∪{⊥})×{0, 1} that takes as input a key k ∈ K
and a cipherstate, and outputs (i) a message m′ ∈ M or the error message ⊥; (ii) a flag ω
which is set to ω = 0 (reject) if m′ = ⊥, and to ω = 1 (accept) if m′ ∈ M. (The k is not
modified.)

The QE.Gen is a joint procedure run by Alice and Bob. Typically the QE.Encr is done by Alice,
who sends the cipherstate πmk to Bob. Eve couples some ancilla state of her own to πmk and
forwards the modified state π′mk to Bob. This adversarial action is represented as a CPTP map A

5Without such an assumption there is no meaningful way of doing QKR in a setting that requires UE.
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acting on the cipherstate and Eve’s ancilla, which has starting state |e〉〈e|. Then QE.Decr is done
by Bob, and he sends the feedback ω to Alice.
Correctness. Correctness means thatm′ = m with near certainty when ω = 1 occurs. Furthermore,
in the next run of the protocol Bob’s keys should equal Alice’s keys with overwhelming probability.
For protocols like ours (Section 4), where the message is authenticated with a classical MAC
and the re-used keys are unaltered, correctness is guaranteed except with probability 2−ν , the
probability of forging the MAC.
We use the term ‘output state’ or ‘final state’ for the mixed state that describes all the important
classical variables as well as Eve’s ancilla, after QE.Decr. Since Eve’s ancilla may contain a
classical part (Def.3.1 allows for a classical part of the ciphertext) we split Eve’s ancilla into a
purely quantum part ‘E’ and a classical transcript T . The splitup will make it easier to formulate
an EPR version of a protocol. We write the output state as ρMKM ′ΩTE.

Definition 3.2 Let QE be a quantum encryption scheme according to Def. 3.1 with output state
ρMKM ′ΩTE as described above. QE is called ε-encrypting (ε-ENC) if the output state satisfies∥∥∥ρMΩTE − ρM ⊗ ρΩTE

∥∥∥
1
≤ ε (6)

for all adversarial actions A and all distributions of M .

(The ε is referred to as the error). Note that M ′ has been traced out since Eve does not care
about M ′. Def. 3.2 states that the message M is independent of Eve’s information ΩTE except
with probability ε.
Note that Def. 3.2 demands that (6) holds for all distributions of M ; hence it implies other security
definitions used in the literature which work with ‘∀m’ conditions.
The output state of QE can be written as ρMKM ′ΩTE = ρMKM ′TE

accept + ρMKM ′TE
reject , where the two

states in the right hand side are sub-normalised, with tr ρMKM ′TE
accept = Pr[Ω = 1] and tr ρMKM ′TE

reject =
Pr[Ω = 0]. Unclonable Encryption is a requirement on the accept part.

Definition 3.3 Let QE be a quantum encryption scheme according to Def. 3.1 with output state
ρMKM ′ΩTE. QE is called an ε-Unclonable (ε-UE) if∥∥∥ρMKTE

accept − ρM ⊗ ρKTE
accept

∥∥∥
1
≤ ε (7)

for all adversarial actions A and all distributions of M .

Def. 3.3 states that either the accept probability is very low due to Eve’s interference, or else M
is almost independent of Eve’s information even if she learns K after an Accept.
Remark. Gottesman’s definition of unclonable encryption [10] demands that ‖ρF

accept(m, k) −
ρF

accept(m
′, k)‖1 ≤ ε for a fraction ≥ 1 − ε of keys k ∈ K and for all pairs m,m′ ∈ M, m′ 6= m;

this property is implied by our Def. 3.3.6

In order to write down the definition of VSUE we need to distinguish between shared keys ‘S’,
which Alice and Bob both have, and keys that are uniquely in Bob’s possession, ‘P ’. (Here we
assume that Alice possesses shared keys only.)

Definition 3.4 Let QE be a quantum encryption scheme according to Def. 3.1 with output state
ρMKM ′ΩTE, where K = (S, P ), with S shared keys. QE is called Vulnerable-Sender Unclon-
able with error ε (ε-VSUE) if it is ε-UE and also satisfies∥∥∥ρMSTE

reject − ρM ⊗ ρSTE
reject

∥∥∥
1
≤ ε (8)

for all adversarial actions A and all distributions of M .

6(i) For the specific values m,m′ the same reasoning applies as with Def. 3.2. (ii) Our definition works with an
average over k, and hence the desired ‖ · · · ‖1 ≤ ε property may fail to hold for a fraction ε of all values k ∈ K.
This is the same fraction as in Gottesman’s definition.
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Def. 3.4 states that, on top of the UE property, M is secure also if the shared keys leak after a
Reject. Since we will restrict ourselves to schemes where Alice possesses shared keys only, this
leak represents a full compromise of Alice’s keys. Note that ε-VSUE implies ε-ENC and ε-UE.
Finally, we are also interested in (partial) key re-use. The P , the one-sided keys, can be randomly
re-generated ‘for free’ after each protocol run, because no communication is needed for such a
refresh. Hence the question of key re-use is relevant only for the shared keys S.

Definition 3.5 Let QE be a quantum encryption scheme according to Def. 3.1 with output state
ρMKM ′ΩTE, where K = (Sre, Sonce, P ), with Sre, Sonce shared keys. QE is called ε-Key-Reusing
(ε-KR) if ∥∥∥ρMSreSoncePΩTE − ρSre ⊗ ρMSoncePΩTE

∥∥∥
1
≤ ε (9)

for all adversarial actions A and all distributions of M .

Remark 1. In Def. 3.5 Eve potentially gets access to part of the key material. Thus Def. 3.5
imposes requirements that are much more demanding than other definitions of key recycling or
key re-use.
Remark 2. In order for a scheme to satisfy VSUE, Eve must not have access to P . The reject-case
output state of a VSUE scheme is of the form ρMSreSoncePΩTE

reject = ρP ⊗ ρMSreSonceΩTE
reject .

4 The protocol

4.1 Protocol intuition

As mentioned in Section 1.1, we create the knowledge asymmetry between Alice and Bob by
making use of a two-way protocol, where Bob ‘bounces’ random qubit states off Alice, which
states Alice is then able to flip without knowing them. A message from Alice to Bob is encoded
in these flips. Only Bob knows how to interpret the states coming back from Alice.
Channel monitoring has to occur on both the Bob-to-Alice channel (‘Channel 1’) and the Alice-
to-Bob channel (‘Channel 2’). This monitoring is done by sending, interspersed in between the
ordinary states, test qubits whose states are known to the receiver; the locations and the states
are part of the a priori shared key material. In contrast to the data carrying qubits, which are in
BB84 states (on the xz-circle on the Bloch sphere), we let the test bit states cover both dimensions
of the Bloch sphere (by using the same six states as six-state QKD [3, 9]). The advantage of this
larger test space is that the noise symmetrisation technique of Renner et al. [20,21] then yields a
higher rate than BB84 test states would.
Alice is willing to send meaningful data to Bob only if Channel 1 is sufficiently noiseless. However,
she already has to send data before she can assess the noise level. The solution is to first send a
random string and later decide to use that string as an encryption mask for useful data.
Error correction and privacy amplification are done in a fairly straightforward way, except for one
technicality: The privacy amplification must be computable in both directions. We implement
this with the hash functions discussed in Section 2.2.
The shared secret hash seed can be re-used as is the case in QKR schemes [13, 14] where it plays
a similar role.

4.2 Preparation

Alice holds a classical message m ∈ {0, 1}` which contains an authentication tag created with
a one-time MAC. The security parameter of the MAC is a constant that we will ignore in our
analysis since we are mainly interested in the asymptotics.
There are n + λ qubits sent back and forth, n for communication and λ for channel monitoring.
λ = O(log n). Alice and Bob share key material k = (u, ksyn, ktest, Itest, b

1
test, b

2
test, ξ, η). Here
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u ∈ {0, 1}2n is the random seed used for privacy amplification; the ksyn ∈ {0, 1}n−κ, ktest ∈
{0, 1}λ are used as One-Time Pads protecting the syndrome and Alice’s test measurement outcome
respectively; Itest ⊂ {1, . . . , n + λ}, with |Itest| = λ, describes the positions of the test qubits;
b1,2test ∈ {0, 1, 2}λ are the bases in which the test qubits are prepared, and ξ, η ∈ {0, 1}λ are the
payloads of the test qubits in Channel 1 and 2 respectively. In addition, not named explicitly,
Alice and Bob share three authentication keys, one for the plaintext message m and two for the
classical channel.
Alice and Bob agree on a efficiently invertible paiwise independent hash Φu : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}`,
see Section 2.2. They agree on an error correcting code with syndrome function Syn: {0, 1}n →
{0, 1}n−κ and decoding function SynDec: {0, 1}n−κ → {0, 1}n. They agree on noise thresholds
β∗, γ∗ for quantum Channels 1 and 2 respectively. They adopt the channel monitoring procedure
shown below, which accepts only if the bit error rates in the test states are sufficiently low and
independent of the bases.

Definition 4.1 Let ξ′ be the noisy version of the test string ξ as received by Alice through Chan-
nel 1, and likewise let η′ be the noisy version of η received by Bob. For b ∈ {0, 1, 2} let ξ(b) denote
the part of ξ that is encoded in basis b, and likewise for ξ′, η, η′. Let 41(b) = ξ(b) ⊕ ξ′(b) and
42(b) = η(b)⊕η′(b) be error vectors. For b, b′ ∈ {0, 1, 2} let ξ(b, b′) denote ξ restricted to those posi-
tions where the encoding basis is b in Channel 1 and b′ in Channel 2. Let d1(b, b′) = ξ(b, b′)⊕ξ′(b, b′)
and d2(b, b′) = η(b, b′) ⊕ η′(b, b′) be the corresponding error vectors. Let δ be a small parameter.
The channel monitoring consists of two verifications,

CheckA(41) =

{
1 if ∃β≤β∗∀b∈{0,1,2}| |41(b)|

λ/3 − β| ≤ δβ
0 otherwise.

(10)

CheckB(41,42, d1, d2) =


1 if ∃β≤β∗,γ≤γ∗∀b,b′∈{0,1,2}

{
| |d1(b,b′)∧d2(b,b′)|

λ/9 − βγ| ≤ δ
√

2βγ

and | |41(b)|
λ/3 − β| ≤ δβ

and | |42(b′)|
λ/3 − γ| ≤ δγ

}
0 otherwise.

(11)

Note that asymptotically for n→∞ the parameter δ can go to zero as O(1/
√
n). Our motivation

for including a separate test for each (b, b′) combination is that it imposes symmetry, which
simplifies the noise symmetrisation step (Section 5.1.4).

4.3 Protocol steps

Alice and Bob perform the following actions. (See Fig. 1).

Bob:
Generate random x, b ∈ {0, 1}n. Prepare n + λ qubits. At locations Itest encode ξ in basis b1test.
In the other positions encodes x in basis b. Send the qubits to Alice. Store x, b as private keys.
Alice:
At the i’th non-test position apply the Pauli operation (σxσz)

ti to the qubit,7 where ti ∈ {0, 1} is
randomly generated on the fly, and send the resulting state back to Bob. Remember the random
bits to form a string t ∈ {0, 1}n. In the test positions, measure the qubits in basis b1test, yielding
measurement outcomes that together form a string ξ′ ∈ {0, 1}λ. In the j’th test position prepare

state |ψb
2
test[j]

η[j] 〉 and send it. Compute 41(0),41(1),41(2) from ξ, ξ′, b1test. Perform CheckA(41).

If the result is 0 then set µ = ⊥. Otherwise {take random r ∈ {0, 1}n−`; Compute z = F inv
u (m‖r),

c = z ⊕ t and s = Syn z; set µ = (ξ′ ⊕ ktest, s ⊕ ksyn, c); Delete r, z, c, s}. Over the authenticated
classical channel send µ. Delete t.

7This operation has the effect that a BB84 state |ψbx〉 is changed to |ψbx⊕ti 〉.
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Shared keys: u, ksyn, ktest, Itest, b
1,2
test, ⇠, ⌘

ALICE BOB

Random b, x 2 {0, 1}n

Prepare | 1i = | b
xi ⌦ | b1test

⇠ i
with ⇠ at positions Itest

| 1i
At positions /2 Itest

act with (�x�z)
t, t $ {0, 1}

At positions 2 Itest

⇠0  measure in basis b1
test

prepare and send | b2test
⌘ i

| 2i

Compute 41 from ⇠, ⇠0, b1
test

If CheckA(41) = 0 : µ = ?
Else r  $ {0, 1}n�`; z = F inv

u (m||r)
c = z � t; s = Syn z;

µ = (⇠0 � ktest, s� ksyn, c)

delete r, z, c, s

Delete t

Refresh ksyn, ktest, Itest, b
1,2
test, ⇠, ⌘

Re-use u

µ

At positions /2 Itest

y  measure in basis b

At positions 2 Itest

⌘0  measure in basis b2
test

If µ = ?: Set ! = 0.

If µ 6= ?: Recover ⇠0

Compute 41,42, d1, d2

! = CheckB(41,42, d1, d2)
!

If ! = 1: z0 = x� y � c

recover s

ẑ = z0 � SynDec(s� Syn z0)

m̂ = �u(ẑ)

delete s, z0, ẑ

If ! = 0: protect x.

Delete y.

Refresh ksyn, ktest, Itest, b
1,2
test, ⇠, ⌘

Re-use u

Otherwise {Recover ⇠0 from ⇠0 � ktest. Compute 41,42, d1, d2 from ⇠, ⇠0⌘, ⌘0, b1
test, b

2
test. Perform

! =CheckB(41,42, d1, d2). If ! = 0 take e↵ort to protect x. If ! = 1 then { Compute z0 = x�y�c.
Recover s from s� ksyn. Perform error correction as ẑ = z0� SynDec(s� Syn z0). Reconstruct the
message m̂ = �u(ẑ). Delete s, z0, ẑ.}
Delete y. Send ! over the authenticated channel.
Key update:

Alice and Bob refresh ksyn, ktest, Itest, b
1,2
test, ⇠, ⌘. They re-use u.

Alice’s nonvolatile keys are the shared keys. Her volatile secrets are t, r, z, c, s. Bob’s nonvolatile
keys are the shared keys and in addition b, x. His volatile secrets are s, z0, ẑ, y. The deletion of
volatile secrets from RAM memory is explicitly indicated in the protocol.

10

Figure 1: Protocol steps.

Bob:
At the non-test positions, measure the qubits in basis b, yielding y ∈ {0, 1}n. At the test positions,
measure in basis b2test, yielding η′ ∈ {0, 1}λ. If Alice’s classical message is ⊥ then set ω = 0.
Otherwise {Recover ξ′ from ξ′ ⊕ ktest. Compute 41,42, d1, d2 from ξ, ξ′η, η′, b1test, b

2
test. Perform

ω =CheckB(41,42, d1, d2). If ω = 0 take effort to protect x. If ω = 1 then { Compute z′ = x⊕y⊕c.
Recover s from s⊕ ksyn. Perform error correction as ẑ = z′⊕ SynDec(s⊕ Syn z′). Reconstruct the
message m̂ = Φu(ẑ). Delete s, z′, ẑ.}
Delete y. Send ω over the authenticated channel.
Key update:

Alice and Bob refresh ksyn, ktest, Itest, b
1,2
test, ξ, η. They re-use u.

Alice’s nonvolatile keys are the shared keys. Her volatile secrets are t, r, z, c, s. Bob’s nonvolatile
keys are the shared keys and in addition b, x. His volatile secrets are s, z′, ẑ, y. The deletion of
volatile secrets from RAM memory is explicitly indicated in the protocol.
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5 Modified protocol for the security proof

5.1 List of modifications

We will prove the security of a modified scheme which is based on EPR pairs. Security of the
modified scheme implies security of the original scheme. In Sections 5.1.1–5.1.4 we introduce
protocol modifications step by step. At each step we indicate why the newly obtained scheme is
equivalent, security-wise, to the previous.
The main modifications are (i) EPR re-formulation of Bob’s state preparation and Alice’s state
manipulation; (ii) EPR re-formulation of the channel monitoring; (iii) A random permutation of
the EPR pairs, which makes the existing permutation symmetry explicitly visible. Permutation
symmetry is needed in order to apply Post-selection (Section 2.4); (iv) Noise symmetrisation using
random Pauli operators.
Furthermore, the use of the one-time pads ktest and ksyn is replaced by a confidential channel,
invisible to Eve, through which ξ′ and s respectively are transported. The length of ktest, ksyn is
still taken into account when we compute communication efficiency. Similarly, the existence of
the shared keys ξ, η is replaced by a confidential channel over which to transport data of the same
size.
Note that the modified scheme requires Alice and Bob to have quantum memory. This does not
affect the practical implementability of the original scheme, since the EPR-based scheme serves
as a proof-technical construct only.
In Section 5.2 we give the full details of the modified scheme.

5.1.1 EPR variant of the ‘bounce’

We replace Alice’s operation (σxσz)
t on the qubit state |ψbx〉 (and Bob’s recovery of t) by the

following steps. Let A0 = {1, σy}, A1 = {σz, σx}. First Alice flips a coin a ∈ {0, 1} which decides
whether she will pick A0 or A1. Then she applies Aa[t] to |ψbx〉.8 She sends the resulting qubit
state and a to Bob. Bob measures in basis b, yielding y ∈ {0, 1}. In case a = 0, Bob recovers t as
t = y ⊕ x as before. In case a = 1, a flip in basis b = 0 results from the σx while a flip in basis
b = 1 results from σz; hence t = x⊕ y ⊕ b. Overall t = x⊕ y ⊕ ab.
Note that Eve learns nothing about t by observing a. Obviously, if this protocol variant with the
additional parameter a is secure then the original protocol is secure.
Next we make one more change. Let |Φvw〉 be the Bell states on the two-qubit space as defined in
Section 2.1. We replace the sending of a random bit t ∈ {0, 1} by the following steps. Eve prepares

two (noisy) EPR pairs, nominally in the state |00〉+|11〉√
2

, and sends one half to Alice, one half to

Bob. Alice measures her two qubits in the Bell basis |Φvw〉, yielding outcome (v, w) ∈ {0, 1}2. She
sets t = v, a = v⊕w. She sends a. Bob generates random b ∈ {0, 1} and measures both his qubits
in basis b, yielding x, y ∈ {0, 1}. He recovers t as t = x ⊕ y ⊕ ab.9 Security of the EPR variant
implies security of the protocol variant described above. The same equivalence is used in [2].

5.1.2 EPR variant of the channel monitoring

The monitoring procedure of sending a state |ψbξ〉 (with shared b ∈ {0, 1, 2}, ξ ∈ {0, 1}) to the
other side, where it is measured in basis b, is now replaced by the following procedure. The basis
b is still a shared secret. Eve prepares two (noisy) EPR pairs, nominally in the state |Φ00〉, and

8I.e. (a, t) = (0, 0) corresponds to 1, (0, 1) to σy , (1, 0) to σz and (1, 1) to σx. Alice’s action can be seen as a

Quantum One Time Pad encryption σtxσ
a⊕t
z .

9This procedure can be interpreted as entanglement swapping by Alice, so that Bob’s qubits become entangled,
but with one difference: Bob receives only one classical bit (a = v ⊕ w) instead of the two ‘key’ bits v, w. Alter-
natively, it can be viewed as an incomplete teleport. First, Bob’s measurement in basis b, yielding x, is equivalent
to sending |ψbx〉. Alice’s Bell measurement is a teleport, turning the state of Bob’s second qubit into a random
encryption σvxσ

w
z |ψbx〉. For a full teleport Alice would send v and w.
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sends one half to Alice, one half to Bob. Alice measures her qubit in basis b, obtaining outcome
ξA. Bob measures his qubit in basis b, obtaining outcome ξB. One party sends its measurement
outcome to the other side, in plaintext. There the noise bit 4 is computed as 4 = ξA ⊕ ξB ⊕ δb2.
(The contribution δb2 comes from the fact that the |Φ00〉 state10 causes ξB = 1− ξA when b = 2.)
This procedure is followed in all test positions Itest and allows for the computation of the strings
41(b),42(b), d1(b, b′), d2(b, b′) as in the original protocol.

5.1.3 Random permutation

One may argue that the original protocol (Section 4.3) does not have symmetry under permutation
of the locations {1, 2, · · · , n+ λ} because the keys already exist at the beginning of the protocol.
For this reason we now include the key generation as part of the protocol. (Obviously, generation
of random keys is permutation invariant.) This has no effect on the security analysis. We let
the key generation take place after the EPR pairs have been distributed; in this way it becomes
possible to formulate the whole protocol as a mapping that acts purely on the qubits received by
Alice and Bob.
To make the permutation invariance of the modified protocol explicitly visible, we introduce a
permutation that is applied to the EPR states before anything else is done. Of course we have
to justify why this addition has no impact on the security analysis. A permutation of the EPR
positions re-distributes the noise. First, this has no impact on the statistics of the error counts
|41(b)|, |42(b)|, |d1(b, b′)|, |d2(b, b′)| (since Itest is random and unknown to Eve) and hence the
monitoring is not affected. Second, the error correction of z′ is not sensitive to permutation of the
bit flips.
Let Eperm denote the CPTP map describing the new protocol, which has the random permutation
as its first step. Permutation invariance is evident since we have Eperm ◦ π = Eperm for any
permutation π. This allows us to use the post-selection Theorem (Section 2.4) and focus on
collective attacks. Crucially, this means that the noise level caused by Eve is the same in the
non-test locations as in the test locations, and has to be such that the monitoring tests are passed.

5.1.4 Noise symmetrisation with random Pauli operators

We apply the noise symmetrisation trick as introduced in [20]. Alice and Bob publicly draw
random strings α1, α2 ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}n+λ. Before they do any measurement, they each apply the

Pauli11 operation Σ(α1) =
⊗n+λ

i=1 σα1[i] on their own EPR qubits in Channel 1, and Σ(α2) in
Channel 2. Then they forget α1, α2. This results in a huge simplification of Alice and Bob’s state:
only 15 global parameters are left to describe the whole state.
Of course we have to justify why adding this operation does not affect the correctness and the
security of the protocol. All measurements in the protocol (with outcomes x, y, a, t) are done in
either the x, y or z basis. For b ∈ {0, 1, 2} the effect of a Pauli on a qubit state |ψbx〉 is at most
a bit flip to |ψbx̄〉. Thus, the effect on the outcomes x, y, a, t is at most a number of bit flips; but
since Alice and Bob apply the same Paulis, the flips do not prevent Bob from reconstructing the
correct t. Furthermore, Eve knows α1, α2, so for her the statistics of x, y, a, t have not changed.

5.2 The modified protocol

The steps are shown in Figure 2 and listed below. An untrusted source creates 2(n + λ) noisy
EPR pairs in the |Φ00〉 state, sends half of each pair to Alice and half to Bob. They perform the
following actions:

10If we had chosen the singlet state ∝ |01〉 − |10〉 there would be no asymmetry between the bases.
11Here σ0 stands for the 2× 2 identity matrix.
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Key generation:

Alice and Bob agree on new shared keys Itest, b
1,2
test. The key u is re-used from the previous run.

Eve has no knowledge of these keys.
Symmetrisation:
Alice and Bob agree on a secret random permutation π and two public random strings α1, α2 ∈
{0, 1, 2, 3}n+λ. They each apply π to their own set of EPR qubits. They each apply the Pauli

operation σ(α1) =
⊗n+λ

i=1 σα1[i] on their own EPR qubits in Channel 1, and σ(α2) in Channel 2.
Then they forget α1, α2.
Bob:
Generate random b ∈ {0, 1}n. Measure the qubits of Channel 1. At the test positions Itest,
measure in basis b1test. This yields outcome ξ′ ∈ {0, 1}λ. At the non-test positions measure in
basis b, yielding outcome x ∈ {0, 1}n. Send ξ′ through the confidential channel.
Alice:
In the test positions Itest, measure the Channel 1 qubits in basis b1test, and the Channel 2 qubits
in basis b2test. This yields strings ξ and η respectively. In each non-test position measure the pair
of qubits in the Bell basis (|Φtw〉)t,w∈{0,1}. This yields outcome t, w ∈ {0, 1}n. Compute 41 from
ξ, ξ′, b1test. Perform CheckA(41). If the result is 0, set µ = ⊥. Otherwise {Set a = t ⊕ w; Draw
random r ∈ {0, 1}n−`; z = F inv

u (m‖r); s = Syn z; c = t ⊕ z; µ = (a, c). Send ξ, η, s over the
confidential channel; Delete r, z, s.} Send µ over the authenticated channel. Delete t, w.
Bob:
If µ = ⊥ set ω = 0. If µ 6= ⊥ then{ Measure the qubits of Channel 2. In the test positions Itest

measure in basis b2test, yielding η′ ∈ {0, 1}λ. In the non-test positions measure in basis b, yielding
y ∈ {0, 1}n. Compute 41,42, d1, d2 from ξ, ξ′, η, η′, b1test, b

2
test. Set ω = CheckB(41,42, d1, d2). If

ω = 0 protect x. Else continue. Compute z′ = x ⊕ y ⊕ c ⊕ (b ∧ a); ẑ = z′ ⊕ SynDec(s ⊕ Syn z′);
m̂ = Φu(ẑ). Delete y, z′, ẑ.}
Send ω.

6 Eve’s state

We derive the state of Eve’s ancilla. This will be used at the end of Section 7.3.

6.1 Effect of symmetrisation

We consider the (noisy) state of the EPR particles received by Alice and Bob. Without Post-
selection we would have had to consider a general 24(n+λ)-dimensional state. Post-selection instead
allows us to restrict the analysis to collective attacks, which lead to a factorised state which we
write as (σA1B1A2B2)⊗(n+λ). Here ‘A’ and ‘B’ denote the subsystems of Alice and Bob, and the
indices 1,2 denote the channel. Note that σA1B1A2B2 is 16-dimensional.
Next we look at the effect of the noise symmetrisation as discussed in Section 5.1.4. Averaging
over the random Pauli operators yields a new state σ̃ given by

σ̃A1B1A2B2 =
1

16

3∑
α1,α2=0

(σα1
⊗ σα1

⊗ σα2
⊗ σα2

)σA1B1A2B2(σα1
⊗ σα1

⊗ σα2
⊗ σα2

). (12)

Lemma 6.1 σ̃A1B1A2B2 is diagonal in the basis
(
|Φa1b1〉 ⊗ |Φa2b2〉

)
a1,b1,a2,b2∈{0,1}

, where |Φab〉
stands for the Bell states as defined in Section 2.1.

Proof: For a general 16-dimensional mixed state we can write

σA1B1A2B2 =
∑

a1b1a2b2

∑
a′1b
′
1a
′
2b
′
2

νa1b1a2b2a′1b
′
1a
′
2b
′
2
|Φa1b1〉〈Φa′1b′1 | ⊗ |Φa2b2〉〈Φa′2b′2 |. (13)
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ALICE BOBHHHHj
����⇡
HHHHj

����⇡

-�Key Gen Itest, b1,2
test

� -Symmetrisation

� ⇠0

-⇠, ⌘, s

-µ

� !

EPR

Random b 2 {0, 1}n

Measure Channel 1
test positions: ⇠0  basis b1test
non-test pos.: x basis b

Measure Channel 1&2
test pos.: (⇠, ⌘) basis b1,2

test

non-test pos.: (t, w) Bell
Compute 41

If CheckA = 0 set µ = ?
Else a = t� w; r  $ {0, 1}n�`;

z = F inv
u (m||r); s = Syn z;

c = t� z; µ = (a, c);
Delete r, z

Delete t, w
Re-use u

If µ = ? set ! = 0
Else measure Channel 2

test pos.: ⌘0  basis b2test
non-test pos.: y  basis b
Compute 41,42, d1, d2

! = CheckB
If ! = 0 protect x
Else z0 = x� y � c� (a ^ b)

ẑ = z0 � SynDec(s� Syn z0)
m̂ = �u(ẑ)
Delete y, z0, ẑ

Re-use u

29

Figure 2: Diagram of the EPR version of the protocol. A dashed line is a confidential classical
channel.

In each channel separately the effect of the randomisation is 1
4

∑
α(σα⊗σα)|Φab〉〈Φa′b′ |(σα⊗σα) =

δaa′δbb′ |Φab〉〈Φa′b′ |. This yields σ̃A1B1A2B2 =
∑
a1b1a2b2

νa1b1a2b2a1b1a2b2
|Φa1b1〉〈Φa1b1 |⊗ |Φa2b2〉〈Φa2b2 |. �

We denote the diagonal elements of σ̃A1B1A2B2 as λa1b1a2b2
for a1, b1, a2, b2 ∈ {0, 1}. Eve holds the

purification of σ̃A1B1A2B2 . The joint state of Alice Bob and Eve is described by a pure state
|ψABE〉,

|ψABE〉 =
∑

a1b1a2b2

√
λa1b1a2b2

|Φa1b1〉 ⊗ |Φa2b2〉 ⊗ |ea1b1a2b2
〉. (14)

Here |ea1b1a2b2
〉 is an orthonormal basis in Eve’s 16-dimensional Hilbert space.

6.2 Effect of channel monitoring

There are 15 degrees of freedom in σ̃A1B1A2B2 . However, the channel monitoring CheckA, CheckB
imposes a large number of constraints. For the bit error probability in Channel i, as a function of
the monitoring basis b ∈ {0, 1, 2}, we write

ri(b)
def
=

∑
x∈{0,1}

〈ψbx| ⊗ 〈ψbx⊕δb2 |σ̃AiBi |ψbx〉 ⊗ |ψbx⊕δb2〉 (15)

where the δb2 occurs because the Φ00 Bell state has a bit flip in the b = 2 basis (y basis). Similarly,
by s(b, b′) we denote the probability that a flip is detected both Channels, as a function of the
monitoring basis b in Channel 1 and b′ in Channel 2,

s(b, b′)
def
=

∑
p,q∈{0,1}

〈ψbp|⊗〈ψbp⊕δb2 |⊗〈ψb
′
q |⊗〈ψb

′
q⊕δb′2 |σ̃

A1B1A2B2 |ψbp〉⊗|ψbp⊕δb2〉⊗|ψb
′
q 〉⊗|ψb

′
q⊕δb′2〉. (16)
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If only CheckA is passed, the monitoring imposes that ∃β≤β∗∀b∈{0,1,2} r1(b) ≈ β. If CheckB is
passed, the channel monitoring imposes 15 constraints,

∃β≤β∗,γ≤γ∗∀b,b′∈{0,1,2} r1(b) ≈ β ∧ r2(b′) ≈ γ ∧ s(b, b′) ≈ βγ. (17)

Since we will study asymptotics only, we will treat the ‘≈’ in (17) as equal signs.

Lemma 6.2 If CheckA = 1 then it holds that
∑
a2b2

λa1b1a2b2
= β

2 + δa1,0δb1,0(1− 2β).

Proof: We have σ̃A1B1 = trA2B2
σ̃A1B1A2B2 =

∑
a1b1

(
∑
a2b2

λa1b1a2b2
)|Φa1b1〉〈Φa1b1 |. We introduce

abbreviated notation ca1b1 =
∑
a2b2

λa1b1a2b2
. The b = 0 constraint (17) in Channel 1 gives

∑
b1
c1,b1 =

β. Siilarly, the b = 1 constraint gives
∑
a1
ca1,1 = β, and the b = 2 constraint gives

∑
a1
ca1a1 = β.

Furthermore, normalisation of σ̃ requires
∑
a1b1

ca1b1 = 1. Together this uniquely fixes ca1b1 =
β
2 + a1b1(1− 2β). �

Lemma 6.3 If CheckB = 1 then λa1b1a2b2
=
[
β
2 + δa1b10,0 (1− 2β)

][
γ
2 + δa2b20,0 (1− 2γ)

]
.

Proof: CheckB comprises CheckA. Hence we can use the result of Lemma 6.2. Also, we get the
equivalent of Lemma 6.2 for Channel 2,

∑
a1b1

λa1b1a2b2
= γ

2 +δa2b20,0 (1−2γ). The s(b, b′) constraints in

(17) yield
∑
a1a2

λa11
a21 =

∑
a1a2

λa11
a2ā2 =

∑
a1b2

λa11
1b2

=
∑
a1a2

λa1ā1a21 =
∑
a1a2

λa1ā1a2ā2 =
∑
a1b2

λa1ā11b2
=∑

b1a2
λ1b1
a21 =

∑
b1a2

λ1b1
a2ā2 =

∑
b1b2

λ1b1
1b2

= βγ. Solving this system of equations yields the claim.
�
Lemma 6.3 tells us that in the Accept case (ω = CheckB = 1), Alice and Bob’s state reduces to
the tensor product of two states known from the 6-state analysis in [20]. The state depends only
on the noise parameters β and γ.

σ̃A1B1A2B2
accept =

[
(1− 3

2
β)|Φ00〉〈Φ00|+

β

2

(
|Φ01〉〈Φ01|+ |Φ10〉〈Φ10|+ |Φ11〉〈Φ11|

)]
⊗[

(1− 3

2
γ)|Φ00〉〈Φ00|+

γ

2

(
|Φ01〉〈Φ01|+ |Φ10〉〈Φ10|+ |Φ11〉〈Φ11|

)]
. (18)

6.3 Conditioning on measurement outcomes

Next we look at the effect of Alice and Bob’s measurements in the non-test positions. Alice
performs a Bell measurement and Bob measures both his qubits in basis b. Using the definition of
the Bell states |Φt,a⊕t〉A1A2 =

∑
p∈{0,1} |p〉A1σ

t
xσ

a⊕t
z |p〉A2 the measurements of Alice and Bob can

be described by a single POVM. At given b ∈ {0, 1} the joint measurement yields x, y, a, t ∈ {0, 1},

Mb
xyat = |φbxyat〉〈φbxyat| (19)

|φbxyat〉 =
1√
2

∑
p

|p〉|ψbx〉σtxσa⊕tz |p〉|ψby〉. (20)

Here ∀b
∑
xyatMb

xyat = 1. Having a description of |ψABE〉 and |φbxyat〉 allows us to write down
Eve’s state after the A and B subsystems have been measured, i.e. conditioned on the measurement
outcomes. At fixed b ∈ {0, 1} we write

Pxyat|b
def
= Pr[xyat|b] (21)

Pxyat|b · σE
bxyat = trAB

(
|ΨABE〉〈ΨABE|Mb

xyat

)
= |ψ̄E

bxyat〉〈ψ̄E
bxyat| (22)

|ψ̄E
bxyat〉

def
= 〈φbxyat|ΨABE〉. (23)

Here |ψ̄E
bxyat〉 is a sub-normalised state with squared norm Pxyat|b. We will write |ψ̄E

bxyat〉 =√
Pxyat|b|ψE

bxyat〉.
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Lemma 6.4 Eve’s (sub-normalized) pure state conditioned on Alice and Bob’s measurement out-
comes is given by

|ψ̄E
bxyat〉 =

1

2
√

2

∑
a1b1a2b2

√
λa1b1a2b2

(−1)b2t
[
b̄δx⊕y⊕t,a1⊕a2(−1)(b1+b2+a+t)(a1+x) +

b(−1)xa1+y(t+a2)δb1⊕b2,x⊕y⊕a⊕t
]
|ea1b1a2b2

〉 (24)

Proof: see Appendix A. �

From Lemma 6.4 we obtain

Pxyat|b = 〈ψ̄E
bxyat|ψ̄E

bxyat〉 =
1

8

(
b̄
∑
a1b1b2

λa1b1a1⊕x⊕y⊕t,b2 + b
∑
a1b1a2

λa1b1a2,b1⊕x⊕y⊕a⊕t

)
. (25)

Note: filling in the λ’s corresponding to an Accept (Lemma 6.3) gives

P
[ω=1]
xyat|b =

1

8

[
δx⊕y⊕t⊕ab,0(1− β ? γ) + δx⊕y⊕t⊕ab,1β ? γ

]
(26)

with the ‘?’ notation as defined in Section 2.1. This is as expected, since the bit error probability
between x and y results from the concatenation of Channels 1 and 2.

Corollary 6.5 It holds that Pxat|b = 1
8 .

Proof: Pxat|b =
∑
y Pxyat|b. In (25) the summation over y gives rise to a full summation over all

16 components of λ. The Corollary follows from the normalisation
∑
a1b1a2b2

λa1b1a2b2
= 1. �

The 16 states |ψE
bxyat〉 (at fixed b) are not all mutually orthogonal, though a subset is.

Lemma 6.6

〈ψE
bxyat|ψE

bxyat〉 = 〈ψE
bxyat|ψE

bxyat〉 = 〈ψE
bxyat|ψE

bxyat〉 = 〈ψE
bxyat|ψE

bx yat〉 = 0. (27)

Proof: We take the inner product of two states of the form (24). The cross terms contain bb̄ and
vanish. The Kronecker deltas ensure that the inner product vanishes when an odd number out of
the variables {x, y, t} flip. �
Remark. Eve’s overall state σE

b = Exyat|b σE
bxyat (at fixed b) is the purification of σ̃A1B1A2B2 and

is therefore diagonal in the basis |ea1b1a2b2
〉 and has eigenvalues λa1b1a2b2

. By way of consistency check we

verify this by expanding Exyat|b σE
bxyat =

∑
xyat Pxyat|b|ψE

bxyat〉〈ψE
bxyat|=

∑
xyat trAB|ψABE〉〈ψABE|Mb

xyat

= trAB|ψABE〉〈ψABE|(∑xyatMb
xyat) = trAB|ψABE〉〈ψABE|, which indeed produces the correct re-

sult.
Eve’s state conditioned on the measurement outcomes and Acceptance is denoted as σE

bxyat,ω=1.

Lemma 6.7 Consider σE
bxat,ω=1 = Ey|bxat,ω=1 σ

E
bxyat,ω=1. The eigenvalues of σE

bxat,ω=1 are β ?
γ, 1− β ? γ and fourteen times zero.

Proof: We have σE
bxat,ω=1 =

∑
y

Pr[xyat|b,ω=1]
Pr[xat|b,ω=1] σ

E
bxyat,ω=1 =

∑
y 8P

[ω=1]
xyat|bσ

E
bxyat,ω=1. Here we have

used (26). From Lemma 6.6 we know that σE
bxyat,ω=1σ

E
bxyat,ω=1 = 0. Thus σE

bxat,ω=1 is the weighted
sum of two orthogonal projectors, with weights β ? γ and 1− β ? γ. �
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Lemma 6.8 Consider σE
bat = Exy|bat σE

bxyat. The spectral decomposition of σE
bat is

σE
bat =

∑
u,v∈{0,1}

Λuv|V atuv 〉〈V atuv | (28)

Λuv =
∑

k,`∈{0,1}
λk,`k⊕u,`⊕v (29)

|V atuv 〉 =
∑

k,`∈{0,1}

√
λk`k⊕u,`⊕v|ek`k⊕u,`⊕v〉(−1)(a+v)k̄(−1)t(k+`). (30)

It holds that 〈V atuv |V atu′v′〉 = δuu′δvv′ .

Proof: See Appendix B. �

7 Security proof

We prove the security of the modified protocol as presented in Section 5.2. We show that the
protocol is ε-VSUE (Def. 3.4) and ε-KR (Def. 3.5), where ε decreases exponentially in n if the
message length ` is chosen appropriately. In Section 7.4 we derive an expression for the asymptotic
rate.

7.1 CPTP maps

We have the following identification between the abstract quantities in the security definitions on
the one hand and the protocol variables on the other hand.

Definitions EPR protocol
Section 3.2 Section 5.2
m,ω m,ω
transcript t b, s, a, c, α1, α2

Sre u

Sonce Itest, b
1,2
test

P x

Here b and s are counted as part of the transcript because they eventually leak.12 The random
Paulis α1, α2 will not appear explicitly in the analysis below because their symmetrising effect has
already been accounted for. Similarly, the Itest, b

1,2
test do not feature in the analysis because the

channel monitoring has been accounted for in Section 6.2.
We denote the overall action of Alice and Bob running the whole protocol as a CPTP map E
acting on the ‘AB’ subsystem of the noisy EPR state ρABE.

E(ρABE) = ρXMUBSACE
accept + ρX ⊗ ρMUBSACE

reject . (31)

In the ‘output’ state we have traced out all variables except those in the table above. Note that
we have isolated ρX in the Reject case, since the attacker model states that x does not leak upon
Reject. The coupling between Eve’s subsystem ‘E’ and all the other variables occurs through
the measurement variables b, x, y, a, t ∈ {0, 1}n. We write ρE

bxyat for Eve’s state conditioned on
b, x, y, a, t.
We derive an expression for (31) by starting from the state that additionally contains the vari-
ables r, ω, t, y and the channel monitoring variables ‘D’, which we then trace out. We have
ρXMUBSACRDΩTY E = Emubr Exyat|b Ed

∑
scω |xmubsacrdωty〉〈xmubsacrdωty| ⊗ρE

bxyat δs,Syn(c⊕t)
δc,t⊕F inv

u (m||r) δω,CheckB(d). Here the u, b, r are uniform. The distribution of x, y, a, t, d is determined

12s leaks because its OTP eventually leaks.
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by the noise that Eve is causing. We trace out r, t, y, d, ω. The expectation Ed then acts only on
the Kronecker delta that contains d, which yields a factor Ed δω,CheckB(d) = Pr[Ω = ω]; similarly,

from Er we get a factor Er δc,t⊕F inv
u (m||r) = 2`−nδm,Φu(c⊕t). The expectation Ey|bxat acting on

ρE
bxyat gives ρE

bxat by definition. The result is

ρXMUBSACE
accept = Pr[Ω = 1] E

mu
E
bxa

∑
sc

|xmubsac〉〈xmubsac|⊗ E
t|bxa

ρE
bxatδs,Syn(c⊕t)2

`−nδm,Φu(c⊕t)(32)

ρMUBSACE
reject = Pr[Ω = 0] E

mu
E
ba

∑
sc

|mubsac〉〈mubsac| ⊗ E
t|ba

ρE
batδs,Syn(c⊕t)2

`−nδm,Φu(c⊕t) (33)

Next we determine the CPTP map F that corresponds to the ‘ideal’ functionality. First, in order
to achieve 0-KR according to Def. 3.5 the re-used key u must decouple from all the other variables.
I.e. F must be such that F(ρABE) = ρU ⊗ trU E(ρABE). If we apply trU to (32,33) we see the
expression Eu δm,Φu(c⊕t) appearing, which evaluates to 2−` due to the fact that Φ is a pairwise
independent hash. This causes Em |m〉〈m| to decouple from the rest of the state; hence 0-VSUE
(Def. 3.4) is also satisfied. We get

F(ρABE) = ρMU ⊗ (ρXBSACE
accept + ρX ⊗ ρBSACE

reject ) (34)

ρXBSACE
accept = Pr[Ω = 1] E

bxa

∑
sc

2−n|xbsac〉〈xbsac| ⊗ E
t|bxa

ρE
bxatδs,Syn(c⊕t) (35)

ρBSACE
reject = Pr[Ω = 0] E

ba

∑
sc

2−n|bsac〉〈bsac| ⊗ E
t|ba

ρE
batδs,Syn(c⊕t). (36)

Finally we obtain an expression for ‖E −F‖� by taking the trace distance between (31) and (34).
Using the triangle inequality to separate the Accept and Reject contribution, we get

‖E − F‖� ≤ Dacc +Drej (37)

Dacc = Pr[Ω = 1] E
mu

E
bxa

∑
sc

2−n
∥∥∥ E
t|bxa

ρE
bxatδs,Syn(c⊕t)(2

`δm,Φu(c⊕t) − 1)
∥∥∥

1
(38)

Drej = Pr[Ω = 0] E
mu

E
ba

∑
sc

2−n
∥∥∥ E
t|ba

ρE
batδs,Syn(c⊕t)(2

`δm,Φu(c⊕t) − 1)
∥∥∥

1
. (39)

Note that a bound ‖E − F‖� ≤ ε implies ε-VSUE and ε-KR.

7.2 Main Theorem

Theorem 7.1 Let E be the CPTP map according to the protocol of Section 5.2, and let F be
its idealized version that satisfies 0-VSUE and 0-KR as defined in Defs. 3.4 and 3.5. It holds
asymptotically that

‖E − F‖� ≤ εacc + εrej (40)

εacc = Pr[Ω = 1] ·min

(
1,

√
2`−n+nh(1− 3

2β
∗, β
∗
2 ,

β∗
2 ,

β∗
2 )+nh(1− 3

2γ
∗, γ
∗
2 ,

γ∗
2 ,

γ∗
2 )

)
(41)

εrej = Pr[Ω = 0] ·min

(
1,

√
2`−n+nh(1− 3

2β
∗, β
∗
2 ,

β∗
2 ,

β∗
2 )+nh(β∗?γ∗)

)
. (42)

Note that Pr[Ω = 1] is exponentially small in n when β > β∗ and/or γ > γ∗. (This follows from
e.g. Hoeffding’s inequality).

7.3 Proof of Theorem 7.1

We start from (37). Since Dacc and Drej are both defined as a distance between sub-normalised
states, we have Dacc ≤ Pr[Ω = 1] and Drej ≤ Pr[Ω = 0]. We note that Dacc and Drej are very
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similar expressions. In order to treat them in one go we introduce the notation ‘q’ which stands
for (b, x, a) in the Accept case and for (b, a) in the Reject case.
Next we introduce smoothing as in [20], i.e. we consider states ρ̄ that are ε-close to ρ in terms of
trace distance. Doing this incurs a penalty ∝ ε in the diamond norm, but this penalty vanishes
asymptotically. After these steps we can write the smoothened version of Dacc,Drej both in the
form Pr[Ω = 0/1]D̄.

D̄
def
= E

muscq
2n−κ

∥∥∥ E
t|q
ρ̄E
qtδs,Syn(c⊕t)(2

`δm,Φu(c⊕t) − 1)
∥∥∥

1
. (43)

Here we have written, in slight abuse of notation, Es(· · · ) = 2κ−n
∑
s(· · · ) and Ec(· · · ) = 2−n

∑
c(· · · ).

We derive an upper bound on D̄ using steps that are very similar to the derivation of the Leftover
Hash Lemma [24]. We rewrite the 1-norm as the trace over a square root. Then we use Jensen’s
inequality to ‘pull’ the Eu, Es and Eq expectation into the square root. Next we exploit the pair-
wise independence property of the hash function Φ, yielding a result that can be formulated in
terms of smooth Rényi entropies Sε0 and Sε2 . Finally we substitute the factorised form of Eve’s
state (due to Postselection) and make use of the limiting behaviour as described in Section 2.3 to
obtain von Neumann entropies.

D̄ = E
muscq

2n−κtr
√

E
t|q

E
t′|q

ρ̄E
qtρ̄

E
qt′δs,Syn(c⊕t)δs,Syn(c⊕t′)(2

`δm,Φu(c⊕t)−1)(2`δm,Φu(c⊕t′)−1)(44)

Jensen
≤ E

mc
2n−κtr

{
E
usq

E
tt′|q

ρ̄E
qtρ̄

E
qt′δs,Syn(c⊕t)δs,Syn(c⊕t′) (45)

[
22`δm,Φu(c⊕t)δm,Φu(c⊕t′) − 2`δm,Φu(c⊕t) − 2`δm,Φu(c⊕t′) + 1

]} 1
2

pair.indep.
= E

mc
2n−κtr

√
E
qtt′

ρ̄qtρ̄qt′ [E
s
δs,Syn(c⊕t)δs,Syn(c⊕t′)]2`δtt′ (46)

=
√

2n−κtr
√

E
qtt′

ρ̄E
qtρ̄

E
qt′2

`δtt′ (47)

Jensen
≤

√
2n−κtr

√
E
qt

E
q′t′
|Q|δqq′2`δtt′ ρ̄E

qtρ̄
E
q′t′ (48)

=
√
|Q| 2n−κ+`trE

√
trQT

(
ρ̄QTE

)2

(49)

Jensen
≤

√
|Q| 2n−κ+`

√
rank(trQT (ρ̄QTE)2)

√
trQTE(ρ̄QTE)2) (50)

=
√
|Q| 2n−κ+` rank(ρ̄E)tr (ρ̄QTE)2 (51)

=
√
|Q| 2n−κ+`2S0(ρ̄E)−S2(ρ̄QTE) (52)

=

√
|Q| 2n−κ+`2S

ε
0(ρE)−Sε2(ρQTE) (53)

postselection
=

√
|Q| 2n−κ+`2S

ε
0([σE]⊗n)−Sε2([σQTE]⊗n) (54)

asymptotic→
√
|Q| 2n−κ+` 2nS(σE)−nS(σQTE). (55)

In (46) we used Eu δm,Φu(··· ) = 2−` and Eu 22`δm,Φu(c⊕t)δm,Φu(c⊕t′) = 2`δtt′ + (1 − δtt′). In (51)

use is made of the rank equality rank
(
trQT (ρ̄QTE)2

)
= rank(tr ρ̄E), which was also used in [20].

(A proof is written out in Appendix A of [14].) In (55) the σE and σQTE are given by

σE = E
bxyat

σE
bxyat ; σQTE = E

qt
|qt〉〈qt| ⊗ σE

qt, (56)
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with σE
bxat = Ey|bxat σE

bxyat and σE
bat = Exy|bat σE

bxyat. We have S(σQTE) = H(QT ) + Eqt S(σE
qt).

From Lemma 6.7 we know that the eigenvalues of σE
bxat do not depend on bxat in the Accept case

(which is exactly the case at hand). Similarly, from Lemma 6.8 we see that the eigenvalues of σE
bat

do not depend on bat. Hence we can write Eqt S(σE
qt) = S(σE

qt) where in the last expression the
q, t has arbitrary value. Furthermore, from Corollary 6.5 we get H(BXAT ) = 4 and H(BAT ) = 3.
Asymptotically it holds that n − κ → nh(β∗ ? γ∗), since the error correcting code is designed to
deal with bit error rate β∗ ? γ∗, which results from the serial concatenation of noisy channels with
error probability β∗ and γ∗. Substitution into (55) gives the following asymptotic result

Dacc ≤ Pr[Ω = 1]

√
2`−n+nh(β∗?γ∗)2nS(σE

ω=1)−nS(σE
bxat,ω=1) (57)

Drej ≤ Pr[Ω = 0]
√

2`−n+nh(β∗?γ∗)2nS(σE)−nS(σE
bat). (58)

Accept case. From Lemma 6.3 it follows that S(σE
ω=1) = h(1 − 3

2β,
β
2 ,

β
2 ,

β
2 ) + h(1 − 3

2γ,
γ
2 ,

γ
2 ,

γ
2 ).

From Lemma 6.7 we get S(σE
bxat,ω=1) = h(β ?γ). In the Accept case we know that β ≤ β∗, γ ≤ γ∗.

Substitution of these von Neumann entropies into (57) yields (41).
Reject case. From Lemma 6.8 we have

S(σE)− S(σE
bat) =

∑
a1b1a2b2

λa1b1a2b2
log

1

λa1b1a2b2

+
∑
uv

Λuv log Λuv. (59)

We need to upper bound this expression under the four constraints specified in Lemma 6.2. We
use Lagrange optimisation, with constraint multipliers µa1b1 . The Lagrangian is

L =
∑
a1b1
a2b2

λa1b1a2b2
ln

1

λa1b1a2b2

+
∑
uv

Λuv ln Λuv +
∑
a1b1

µa1b1
(∑
a2b2

λa1b1a2b2
− β

2
− δa1,b10,0 (1− 2β)

)
. (60)

Computing the derivatives with respect to the λ-parameters, and setting these derivatives to zero
yields, after some algebra,

λa1b1a2b2
= Λa1⊕a2,b1⊕b2 expµa1b1 . (61)

Summing (61) over a2, b2 and using the constraints of Lemma 6.2 we solve for µa1b1 and find

expµa1b1 = β
2 + δa1,b10,0 (1− 2β). Substituting this back into (61) and using the definition of Λ (29)

we get a system of linear equations,

λa1b1a2b2
=

[
β

2
+ δa1,b10,0 (1− 2β)

]∑
k`

λk`k⊕a1⊕a2,`⊕b1⊕b2 . (62)

The solution is λ01
uv̄ = λ10

ūv = λ11
ūv̄ = λ00

uv
β/2

1−3β/2 ∧
∑
uv λ

00
uv = 1 − 3

2β. Then the simple relation

Λuv = (1− 3
2β)−1λ00

uv holds. This solution does not entirely fix all the parameters (three degrees
of freedom are still open), but it does entirely fix (59),

S(σE)− S(σE
bat) ≤ h(1− 3

2
β,
β

2
,
β

2
,
β

2
). (63)

Because of the succeeded CheckA we have β ≤ β∗. Finally, substitution of (63) with β ≤ β∗ into
(58) yields (42). �
Remark: An alternative way of deriving the Reject case result (63) would have been to consider
a modification to the original protocol where Eve receives the basis choice b just before Alice
sends qubits. Eve can then measure y = x ⊕ t with perfect accuracy. What remains for Eve is
get information about x from her 4-dimensional ancilla state. This is exactly the six-state QKD
analysis.
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7.4 Achievable asymptotic rate

Theorem 7.1 tells us how the length ` must be set so as to ensure an exponentially small diamond
distance ‖E − F‖�,

` ≤ n− nh(1− 3

2
β∗,

β∗

2
,
β∗

2
,
β∗

2
)− nmax

(
h(β∗ ? γ∗), h(1− 3

2
γ∗,

γ∗

2
,
γ∗

2
,
γ∗

2
)
)
. (64)

When γ∗ is close to β∗, the second term in the max() is dominant. From this point on we set
γ∗ = β∗. The requirement on ` becomes

In case γ∗ = β∗ : ` ≤ n− 2nh(1− 3

2
β∗,

β∗

2
,
β∗

2
,
β∗

2
). (65)

We define the rate of a scheme as the length of the actual message sent, divided by the expended
number of qubits. Our scheme transmits a string of length ` while expending n + λ qubits, with
λ � n. However, that is not the whole story, since the single-use keys ksyn, ktest, Itest, b

1,2
test, ξ, η

need to be refreshed somehow. Of these keys, ksyn has length nh(β∗ ? β∗) while the others are at
most of order log n. One way of refreshing the keys is to send them as part of the message m.
This reduces the actual message size from ` to `−nh(β∗ ? β∗), which results in the following rate,

Refresh through VSUE : rate = 1− 2h(1− 3

2
β∗,

β∗

2
,
β∗

2
,
β∗

2
)− h(β∗ ? β∗). (66)

Using VSUE to transport the single-use keys is overkill, since they are assumed to leak afterward.
It is much more efficient to do the refresh via QKD. The rate of six-state QKD is RQKD =

1−h(1− 3
2β
∗, β

∗

2 ,
β∗

2 ,
β∗

2 ); the number of qubits spent on transporting nh(β∗ ?β∗) bits is NQKD =
nh(β∗ ? β∗)/RQKD; the rate is `/(n+NQKD),

Refresh by 6-state QKD : rate =
(1− 2J)(1− J)

1− J + h(β∗ ? β∗)
, J

def
= h(1− 3

2
β∗,

β∗

2
,
β∗

2
,
β∗

2
). (67)

The rates (66,67) are plotted in Fig. 3. Key update via QKD is clearly the best option. Note
that these rates are significantly lower than what can be achieved with a UE scheme that uses the
quantum channel in a single direction [15]. (In UE a positive rate is possible up to β ≈ 0.12.)
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<latexit sha1_base64="SHmYPOkgFAoNIIJCmuYzvX2SQgs=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsN4KXjxWMG2hDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwlQKg6777ZQ2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJ2ySZZtxniUx0N6SGS6G4jwIl76aa0ziUvBNO7uZ+54lrIxL1iNOUBzEdKREJRtFKfj/kSAfVmlt3FyDrxCtIDQq0BtWv/jBhWcwVMkmN6XluikFONQom+azSzwxPKZvQEe9ZqmjMTZAvjp2RC6sMSZRoWwrJQv09kdPYmGkc2s6Y4tisenPxP6+XYdQIcqHSDLliy0VRJgkmZP45GQrNGcqpJZRpYW8lbEw1ZWjzqdgQvNWX10n7qu5d128frmvNRhFHGc7gHC7Bgxtowj20wAcGAp7hFd4c5bw4787HsrXkFDOn8AfO5w/EtI6m</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="TRQko72Z5/K/kvJ1x8RSvoSbDX0=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mKoseCCB4rmraQhrLZbNqlm92wOxFK6c/w4kERr/4ab/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzokxwA6777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFR26hcU+ZTJZTuRsQwwSXzgYNg3UwzkkaCdaLRzczvPDFtuJKPMM5YmJKB5AmnBKwUtB/8W5xnMQHWr9bcujsHXiVeQWqoQKtf/erFiuYpk0AFMSbw3AzCCdHAqWDTSi83LCN0RAYssFSSlJlwMj95is+sEuNEaVsS8Fz9PTEhqTHjNLKdKYGhWfZm4n9ekENyHU64zHJgki4WJbnAoPDsfxxzzSiIsSWEam5vxXRINKFgU6rYELzll1dJu1H3LuvufaPWvCjiKKMTdIrOkYeuUBPdoRbyEUUKPaNX9OaA8+K8Ox+L1pJTzByjP3A+fwCZFZDC</latexit>

VSUE update

Figure 3: Communication rate of our scheme with two different ways to update the single-use keys:
through VSUE itself and via 6-state QKD. The bit error rate on all channels is taken to be β.
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8 Two-way Quantum Key Distribution

Our VSUE scheme can be modified such that it becomes a QKD scheme with two-way use of the
quantum channel, like [2]. The modifications with respect to Section 4.3 are as follows.
(i) The message m is replaced by a uniform random string, which serves as the QKD key.
(ii) Alice chooses u. (It is no longer a shared key). Bob confirms that he has received qubits.
Then Alice reveals u.
(iii) The syndrome s is sent in the clear, together with u. ksyn does not exist.
(iv) The keys b, ktest, Itest, b

1
test, b

2
test, ξ, η are kept secret forever.

The quantity to be upperbounded is DQKD = ‖ρMUSACE
accept −ρM⊗ρUSACE

accept ‖1, since only the message
needs to be kept safe, and it is only endangered in case of Accept. Following the same steps as in
Section 7.3 we find

DQKD = Pr[Ω = 1]2−n E
mua

∑
sc

∥∥∥ E
t|a
ρE
atδs,syn(c⊕t)(2

`δm,Φu(c⊕t) − 1)
∥∥∥

1
(68)

≤ Pr[Ω = 1] ·min
(

1,
√

2`−n+nh(β?γ)2nS(σE
ω=1)−nS(σE

at,ω=1)
)
. (69)

From Lemma 6.3 we get S(σE
ω=1) = Jβ + Jγ , where we use shorthand notation Jβ

def
= h(1 −

3
2β,

β
2 ,

β
2 ,

β
2 ). Furthermore, substitution of Lemma 6.3 into Lemma 6.8 shows that the eigenvalues

of σE
at,ω=1 are Λ01 = Λ10 = Λ11 = 1

2β ? γ and Λ00 = 1 − 3
2β ? γ, which yields S(σE

at,ω=1) = Jβ?γ .
Hence we obtain

DQKD ≤ Pr[Ω = 1] ·min
(

1,
√

2`−n+nh(β?γ)2nJβ+nJγ−nJβ?γ
)
. (70)

From (70) we see that ` has to be chosen as ` ≤ n − nh(β ? γ) − nJβ − nJγ + nJβ?γ . The
corresponding rate is

Key rate = 1− h(β ? γ)− Jβ − Jγ + Jβ?γ . (71)

Note that now there is no additional penalty from a syndrome mask, since the syndrome is sent
in the clear.
The authors of [2] used an entropic uncertainty relation to prove achievable rate 1 − h(β ? γ) −
min

(
h(β), h(γ)

)
for LM05, in the case of independent channel noise. To our knowledge that is the

best known rate so far for a two-way version of QKD. Our proof yields a higher rate (71) when γ
is close to β. Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the rates for β = γ. This rate improvement could be
due to the 6-state channel monitoring in combination with a proof technique similar to [20] which
is able to exploit that kind of monitoring.

9 Discussion

We have constructed an Unclonable Encryption scheme with the additional property that even
after a Reject Alice is allowed to leak all her keys. The price we pay for having VSUE, as compared
to merely UE, is a lower rate when there is channel noise; this is due to the accumulation of noise
from two channel uses instead of one.
The size of the shared keys is 2n + nh(β ? γ) + O(log n), where u ∈ {0, 1}2n is re-usable and all
the other keys have to be refreshed. The optimal way to refresh is to use 6-state QKD. The key
ksyn ∈ {0, 1}nh(β?γ) causes the main burden here. It would be interesting to see if alternative ways
of handling the leakage from error correction, such as [11], can help to improve the rate. This is
left for future work.
We have used a proof technique with Postselection and random Pauli operators because this
technique allows us to prove a higher rate than techniques based on entropic inequalities. A slight
disadvantage of this technique is that three-basis channel monitoring must become part of the
protocol.
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<latexit sha1_base64="SHmYPOkgFAoNIIJCmuYzvX2SQgs=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsN4KXjxWMG2hDWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwlQKg6777ZQ2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJ2ySZZtxniUx0N6SGS6G4jwIl76aa0ziUvBNO7uZ+54lrIxL1iNOUBzEdKREJRtFKfj/kSAfVmlt3FyDrxCtIDQq0BtWv/jBhWcwVMkmN6XluikFONQom+azSzwxPKZvQEe9ZqmjMTZAvjp2RC6sMSZRoWwrJQv09kdPYmGkc2s6Y4tisenPxP6+XYdQIcqHSDLliy0VRJgkmZP45GQrNGcqpJZRpYW8lbEw1ZWjzqdgQvNWX10n7qu5d128frmvNRhFHGc7gHC7Bgxtowj20wAcGAp7hFd4c5bw4787HsrXkFDOn8AfO5w/EtI6m</latexit>

Our QKD protocol

<latexit sha1_base64="9ZtEtXdAdz1HN5IzK0yKi1uRUz8=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="CX0RsZ0pgcePHoSEiP19eSPyFXg=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0kKoicpePFYwX5AG8pmO2mX7m7C7kYooX/BiwdFvPqHvPlvTNoctPXBwOO9GWbmBbHgxrrut1Pa2Nza3invVvb2Dw6PqscnHRMlmmGbRSLSvYAaFFxh23IrsBdrpDIQ2A2md7nffUJteKQe7SxGX9Kx4iFn1OaSphaH1Zpbdxcg68QrSA0KtIbVr8EoYolEZZmgxvQ9N7Z+SrXlTOC8MkgMxpRN6Rj7GVVUovHTxa1zcpEpIxJGOitlyUL9PZFSacxMBlmnpHZiVr1c/M/rJza88VOu4sSiYstFYSKIjUj+OBlxjcyKWUYo0zy7lbAJ1ZTZLJ5KFoK3+vI66TTq3lXdfWjUmrdFHGU4g3O4BA+uoQn30II2MJjAM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi2lpxi5hT+wPn8ASnyjkw=</latexit>

rate

Figure 4: Asymptotic key rate of two-way QKD as a function of the bit error rate β on the quantum
channels. (The error rate of the two channels is set to be equal.) Upper curve: our result (71).
Lower curve: [2].

Our attacker model assumes that the noise on Channels 1 and 2 is independent. In some circum-
stances it may be argued that the noise is dependent [2], making it possible to achieve higher rates.
This is left as a topic for future work.
Finally we mention that schemes in which a message is encoded directly into qubits are very
sensitive to particle loss (erasures). In our protocol, erasures in Channel 1 are harmless since
Alice can ignore the erased positions. Erasures in Channel 2 however are problematic; they force
Alice and Bob to adapt their error-correcting code to cope with erasures, which is costly. A naive
attempt to fix the problem would be to let Bob report erasure locations before Alice computes µ.
However, that would force Alice as well as Bob to wait for a response from the other party.
According to the attacker model, some of their variables would then become long-term secrets and
the VSUE property would be lost.
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A Proof of Lemma 6.4: Eve’s sub-normalized pure state

We write out |ψ̄E
bxyat〉 as follows,

|ψ̄E
bxyat〉 = 〈φbxyat|ψABE〉 (72)

=
1√
2

∑
pa1b1a2b2

√
λa1b1a2b2

〈p|〈ψbx|〈p|〈ψby|(12 ⊗ σa1x σb1z ⊗ σt⊕az σtx ⊗ σa2x σb2z ⊗ 116) (73)

|Φ00〉|Φ00〉|ea1b1a2b2
〉

=
1

2
√

2

∑
pqa1b1a2b2

√
λa1b1a2b2

〈ψbx|σa1x σb1z |p〉〈p|σt⊕az σtx|q〉〈ψby|σa2x σb2z |q〉|ea1b1a2b2
〉 (74)

=
1

2
√

2

∑
a1b1a2b2

pq

√
λa1b1a2b2

(−1)b1p+b2q
[
δb0δx,p⊕a1δy,q⊕a2 +

δb1
2

(−1)x(p⊕a1)+y(q⊕a2)
]

(75)

[
δp0δtq + (−1)a⊕tδtq̄δp1

]
|ea1b1a2b2

〉
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=
1

2
√

2

∑
a1b1a2b2

√
λa1b1a2b2

(−1)b2t
[
δb0
(
δxa1δy⊕t,a2 + (−1)b1+b2+a+tδxā1δy⊕t,ā2

)
+ (76)

δb1
2

(−1)xa1+y(t+a2)
(
1 + (−1)b1+b2+x+y+a+t

)]
|ea1b1a2b2

〉

=
1

2
√

2

∑
a1b1a2b2

√
λa1b1a2b2

(−1)b2t
[
b̄δx⊕y⊕t,a1⊕a2(−1)(b1+b2+a+t)(a1+x) + (77)

b(−1)xa1+y(t+a2)δb1⊕b2,x⊕y⊕a⊕t
]
|ea1b1a2b2

〉

where the last line is the claim. �

B Proof of Lemma 6.8

We have σE
bat =

∑
xy Pr[xy|bat]σE

bxyat =
∑
xy

Pr[xyat|b]
Pr[at|b] σ

E
bxyat = 4

∑
xy |ψ̄E

bxyat〉〈ψ̄E
bxyat|. Next we

check that the given |V atuv 〉 are indeed eigenvectors. Keeping track of the phases we get:

〈ψ̄Ebxyat|V atuv 〉 =
1

2
√

2

∑
k`

λk,`k⊕u,`⊕v(−1)(a+v)k̄+(k+v)t

[
b̄δx⊕y⊕t,u(−1)(v+a+t)(k+x) + bδx⊕y⊕a⊕t,v(−1)xk+(t+k+u)y

]
(78)

σEbat|V atuv 〉 =
1

2

∑
xyk`

∑
a1b1a2b2

λk,`k⊕u,`⊕v

√
λa1b1a2b2

|ea1b1a2b2
〉(−1)(a+v)k̄+(k+v+b2)t

[
b̄δx⊕y⊕t,uδu,a1⊕a2(−1)(v+a+t)(k+x)+(b1+b2+a+t)(a1+x)

+bδx⊕y⊕a⊕t,vδv,b1⊕b2(−1)xk+(t+k+u)y+xa1+(t+a2)y
]

(79)

=
1

2

∑
k`

∑
a1b1a2b2

λk,`k⊕u,`⊕v

√
λa1b1a2b2

|ea1b1a2b2
〉(−1)(a+v)k̄+(k+v+b2)t

[
b̄δu,a1⊕a2(−1)(v+a+t)k+(b1+b2+a+t)a1

∑
x

(−1)(v+b1+b2)x

+bδv,b1⊕b2(−1)(a+t+v)k+(a+t+v)a1
∑
y

(−1)(a1+a2+u)y
]

(80)

=
∑
k`

∑
a1b1

λk,`k⊕u,`⊕v

√
λa1b1a1⊕u,b1⊕v|e

a1b1
a1⊕u,b1⊕v〉(−1)(a+v)k̄+(k+b1)t

[
b̄(−1)(v+a+t)k+(v+a+t)a1 + b(−1)(a+t+v)k+(a+t+v)a1

]
(81)

=
∑
k`

λk,`k⊕u,`⊕v
∑
a1b1

√
λa1b1a1⊕u,b1⊕v|e

a1b1
a1⊕u,b1⊕v〉(−1)(a+v)ā1+(a1+b1)t. (82)

We recognize Λuv|V atuv 〉 with renamed summation variables.
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